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OPENING SCENE EXT. CAR/OUTSIDE OF EMMA’S HOUSE - LATE

LUNCHTIME/AFTERNOON

Emma is on her way home from work. She is in her car and

turns into her road. Her favorite piece of classical music

begins to play on the radio and she turns it up loudly. This

can be heard from the outside also, although it is very

muffled.

She drives into an empty parking space halfway up the road

and draws to a halt. She applies the handbrake and switches

off the ignition and the music stops.

She gathers up her bag and reaches for her Starbucks which

is positioned in the cup holder and takes her keys out of

the ignition. She opens the car door, quickly jumps out and

SLAMS it shut and slings her bag onto her shoulder.

CLOSE UP SHOT: Of her pressing down the lock button on her

keys. It BEEPS twice loudly and the indicators also flash to

show this.

WIDE SHOT: She walks around the side of the car and steps up

onto the pavement. Walks down the road slightly and then

turns and goes up the path towards her house.

CLOSE UP SHOT:

She puts the keys into the lock and turns. The door CLICKS

open.

One foot inside the door she bends down and picks up the

letters on the floor before stumbling in.( the focus is upon

her feet and the letters on the floor)

She steps in and SLAMS the door behind her.

END SCENE.

INT. EMMA’S HOUSE/LOUNGE - AFTERNOON

FLOOR SHOT/ DEPTH OF FIELD: Emma kicks her shoes off and

walks away from the door and down the hall towards the

kitchen. (The focus is upon her feet.) Her footsteps start

loud and get fainter as she walks further away and then

turning out of sight as she steps into the lounge.

The mood is very light and relaxed this is not seen in terms

of the weather but in the way that Emma walks and positions

herself. This is also felt through the soft melodious music

playing quietly as if it is in the background.
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CONTINUED: 2.

WIDE SHOT: She walks into the kitchen and places the letters

on the counter and sets her keys and bag down beside them.

Still holding her Starbucks, she walks over to the sofa and

reaches for the magazine on the coffee table. She then

slumps onto the sofa and curls her legs under her.

She balances the Starbucks Coffee cup on the arm of the

sofa. She brings the cup to her lips and begins to sip. She

sets it down on the arm, reaches for a magazine which is

lying on the floor beside her and pulls it onto the sofa.

She picks it up and begins to flick through happily smiling

to herself.

Emma then reaches for her Starbucks again and takes another

sip. She sets the magazine down by the cushion next to her

on the sofa. Breathes in, she sighs deeply and nests into

the sofa, her head back and her eyes closed. (She dozes off

to sleep but this is not picked up by the onlooker until the

end.)

FADE OUT.

END SCENE.

EMMA’S DREAM - INT EMMA’S HOUSE/LOUNGE - AFTERNOON

FADE IN.

WIDE SHOT with DEPTH OF FIELD: The focus is on the open

letters on the counter and Emma is still in the background

on the sofa with her legs propped up still flicking through

the magazine.

She then closes the magazine and places it on the cushion

next to her and looks at the clock.

CLOSE UP: The clock reads 4:30 pm.

WIDE SHOT:Realising the time, she quickly gets off the sofa.

She straightens the throw and the cushions and then rushes

over to the opened post.

CLOSE UP SHOT: She picks up the promo leaflet and scans it.

The focus is on the promo leaflet.

She smiles to herself and then rushes over to her bag on the

counter.

Emma grabs her bag and her keys and slings her bag onto her

shoulder. She hurries out of the lounge and into the hall.



3.

EMMA’S DREAM - INT EMMA’S HOUSE/HALL - AFTERNOON

Emma hurries over to the pile of shoes by the door.She bends

down and starts putting on her trainers.( She is positioned

with her back to the front door looking straight down the

hall/stairs). Out the corner of her eye she can see a coffee

cup propped on the stairs. She walks over to it gingerly,

looking slightly confused.

The music has changed and has become very uneasy, with a lot

of dark dreary tones to build up the tension but also to

create a sense of vulnerability and mystery of whats to

come.

CLOSE UP SHOT:The Cup has an evil face and continues to

stare up at Emma.

CLOSE UP SHOT: Emma draws back slightly surprised and

uneasy. She shakes her head and blinks a couple of times.

When she opens her eyes again the cup is still there but is

has also been accompanied by another one but a few steps

down from the first.

The second cup has a more menacing face, and looks like it

is laughing at her. She begins to walk backwards looking

scared and uneasy. Her breathing picks up speed and becomes

much heavier.

This is also reflected through the melody, which is still

building up the tension and becoming heavier with every

note.

She continues to walk backwards slowly looking around the

room analysing it.Her eyes never leaving the cups which are

both in the same position but their faces have changed from

menacing stares to evil mockery. This scares Emma and she

spins round to continue shoving her feet into her shoes.

Emma is now shaking and very uneasy on her feet. She

stumbles and nearly falls to the floor. She leans against

the wall to balance herself and continues putting her shoes

on in haste. She looks towards the door and another cup has

appeared.

This makes Emma jump and she reals back in a scared and

paranoid state. She looks behind her back at the two cups on

the stairs and begins to panic when she realises that they

have moved from there position at the top of the stairs to

the bottom step, their faces have again changed to faces of

evil stares.
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The melody has picked up speed and continues to play louder

with very dramatic elements to reflects Emma’s paranoid

behavior and the sense of urgency to get away from this

sudden gang of coffee cups.

Emma looks back at the one situated by the door, and its

face has changed from an evil stare to a mocking grin. It

has also moved a couple of centimeters towards her. Her face

is uneasy and filled with paranoia. Worry sets in when she

realises that she cant get out of the door.

She steps backwards slowly.

The music stops abruptly for a couple of seconds. She

quickly spins around and ( music begins to play but a little

faster) runs frantically into the kitchen, never looking

back. Her heart begins to BEAT faster.

The melody is very fast and loud, full of dramatic tones but

focused around this constant to reflect Emma’s heartbeat.

END SCENE.

EMMA’S DREAM - INT EMMA’S KITCHEN/LOUNGE

The melody is still at a fast speed but has become a lot

heavier continuing to build the tension and the

unexpectedness of what is going to happen next.

Emma runs through the kitchen and into the lounge towards

the back door. Another cup appears blocking her way towards

the back door. She reels back worried and panicked. She

looks around frantically for something to throw at it, a

weapon of some sort. She finds nothing and gets even more

worried and scared.

The melody begins to build getting louder.

She spins round and grabs anything within her reach. She

runs over to the sofa grabs the cushions and starts throwing

them in haste towards the cup.

The cup has moved towards her again and is gaining on her.

She starts throwing everything and anything that comes into

her reach, backing away from the cup as she does. She

reaches the wall and she feels cornered and trapped

CLOSE UP: Emma begins to sweat and she looks very paranoid

and scared. Her eyes become watery and filled with panic.

(CONTINUED)
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She sees the remote in the midst of the chaotic sofa and

quickly reaches for it. She looks round frantically for a

way out. There is only one way out and that is the back

door. Focusing her eyes on the door for a couple of seconds

she looks back at the cup which has moved towards her again.

WIDE SHOT:She edges forward, armed with the t.v remote in

her right hand. The cup has moved forwards even more and is

gaining on her again, accompanied with a little wooden sword

which is a coffee stirrer. The cups face has changed again

and it has become more evil and menacing.

She throws down her bag and keys which CLATTER loudly to the

floor.

ALL SLOW MOTION: She sighs deeply and charges forward, she

drops to her knees, attacking the cup with the remote. She

repeatedly beats the cup with the remote aggressively with

anger.

The melody has become even more dramatic enhancing the

feelings and emotions felt by Emma. The mixture of anger, a

slight adrenaline rush and how scared and paranoid she is

about the cup.

After two hits the wooden sword breaks.

CLOSE UP SHOT: The cup topples over, defeated, spilling

out all its contents all over the floor.

END SCENE.

EMMA’S DREAM INT. EMMA’S HOUSE/LOUNGE - AFTERNOON

Starring at the cup for a couple of seconds, She clumsily

scrabbles to her feet. She gathers up her bag and her keys

from the floor and begins to run towards the back door.She

grabs the handle before looking back at the defeated cup and

the mess on the floor.

She scrabbles at the handle again and forces it open. A

bright white light streams into the room and floods her with

light.

FADE OUT.

END SCENE.
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END SCENE -INT. EMMA’S LOUNGE - LATE AFTERNOON.

FADE IN.

Emma awakes, gasping and looking slightly confused. The

music is a lot lighter and fades in. It is more even with a

little but of mystery to capture Emma’s mood of uncertainty

and vulnerability.

It is now dusk and the room has got considerably darker. She

reaches over to the lamp and clicks it on. The room gets

considerably lighter.

The empty Starbucks coffee cup is still in her lap. She

jumps slightly and looks uneasily down at it.

CLOSE UP: Emma investigates the cup gingerly, spinning it

around with her hands. The cup appears to be normal, with no

faces or imperfections. The mood lightens slightly.

WIDE SHOT: She skims around the room, to check that it was

all a dream. Everything is okay and just where she left it

before she fell asleep.

Slightly relieved she picks herself up from the sofa,sets

the empty cup and magazine down on to the table. She slowly

straightens up the throw and cushions, smiling to herself.

She reaches for her slippers which are just under the coffee

table and slips them on. Picking up the coffee cup she pads

over to the kitchen and puts the cup into the bin.

She walks back towards the door of the kitchen and looks

down the hall towards the door, squinting slightly. There is

no sign of any evil coffee cups. She looks slightly confused

and then smiles to herself again, shaking her head at the

absurdity of it all.

The mood relaxes drastically and the melody becomes very

relaxed and even. It is sweet and indifferent which sets and

captures the mood of relief.

She walks back over to the counter and switches the kettle

on. It comes to life NOISILY.

She reaches up and opens the door of the cupboard above her

and gets a mug out and sets it onto the counter with a

CLATTER. The mug is a Starbucks coffee mug. She reaches for

the coffee pot and fumbles for the lid. She eventually gets

the lid off and is relieved that the tin is full of coffee

granules. ( the focus is upon the objects and her hands.)
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CLOSE UP:She places some into the mug and the kettle begins

to BOIL. She stirs rapidly and brings the mug to her lips as

if to drink it, but breathes in deeply.

Smiling and closing her eyes with pleasure. She takes a slow

sip, hesitates and sets it back down onto the counter.

CLOSING SHOT - CLOSE UP: Of the steaming cup of coffee.

Fade OUT.

The music gets louder, still playing the light sweet melody

and rolls into the credits.

THE END.


